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Dear Parents/Carers  
        
Thank you for your continued support during this prolonged, difficult and testing time. We have 
received some absolutely fantastic work from many students and we are really pleased with the 
resilience and commitment to their learning that many students have shown. We will be continuing to 
set work and give feedback over this summer half term. We would like to make you aware of some of 
the changes that you and our students may notice over this coming half-term with regards to remote 
learning.  
 
We recently surveyed students a second time and this feedback showed us that more students feel 
that teachers are setting the right amount of work but many still feel we are setting too much and some 
not enough. For some students we understand that they feel behind in their work and we would 
encourage them to message their teachers on Google Classroom or email them (staff email addresses 
are on our website) to ask for advice and what to prioritise.  
 
As of 1st June, there has been an increased number of teachers in school caring for the children of 
Keyworkers. Additionally, from Monday June 22nd we intend, following DFE and Lancashire guidance, 
to invite in to school Year 10 students, as per government guidelines. This means that with more 
teachers in school, an increased number of staff will not be available during certain days to support 
remote learning, unfortunately.  
 
Teachers will need to set work in different ways to manage this. Some may set a few lessons worth of 
work at a time where others schedule individual lessons in advance.  This means that some students 
will not receive feedback for a longer period of time than we would wish and that some staff aren’t on 
hand to answer queries immediately. 
 
We know that this is not ideal for our students or for our staff who want to do the very best for all of 
our students. Teachers will endeavour to catch up with students’ work and lesson planning as soon as 
they can and we will all appreciate your patience and support. 
 
If your child is struggling at all, please do contact their subject teacher or Progress Tutor or tell us when 
we carry out the well-being calls. It is important that they do not become downhearted with their work 
as I am sure we can help. 
 
You can source technical computer support from the IT technicians if you email 
classroom@baines.lancs.sch.uk . 
 
Hard copy paper packs of work can still be collected from the main school reception between 8.40am 
and 3.00pm, please phone first so that we know you are coming and can prepare a pack for you. 
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Please continue to encourage students with their learning and look after each other. 
 
Yours faithfully 

 
 
 
 

Mr Geoff Mates 
Assistant Headteacher in charge of Teaching and Learning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


